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Topics
Cohort 1 Progress on Strategic Plan

Yakima

Q&A/Discussion/Decisions
Bellingham: Our site is Shucksan Middle School and Birchwood neighborhood. Date problem – they had not
participated in the last HYS, which is a challenge. We have worked with the school district on the survey .
School wants to collect data on ACEs.
Ferndale: Some similarities – we do have HYS data and profiles. We are looking at doing a parent survey –
Ferndale has had a good response to these in the past. It will have 22 questions, some of which are on the HYS,
to get parent perspectives and youth perspectives. Maureen has been helping us develop the survey – it will be
administered in early March. We anticipate using this information in our plan for the year ahead.
Susan: did RMC make recommendations about surveys? DBHR: yes , in the last few days – Linda Becker will get
something out on this – you can also call Linda if you need information right away.
DBHR: We want to find ways to recognize communities for the milestones you are achieving – let us know if you
have ideas for how this will be most meaningful.
Othello: We have reviewed and updated our previous plan; our coalition has had a plan for a long time. Sarah
Mariani will be coming out to do the KLO.
Darrington: Joe has been out on family leave so does not have much to report. They are creating a plan from
scratch. We love the data book – this is probably the first cohesive look this community has had at this kind of
data in a very long time. We are looking at other data sources, such as the school nurse. We have a good
integration between youth and adults. Using the Tri-Ethnic Centers community readiness model .
Everett: (Mary): The coalition is doing well – recently did a data review with ESD 189 and identified 5 areas of
concern. We will be fine tuning the data – Maureen will be using a relationship chart to dig deep and identify key
themes and barriers . Also using the community readiness model. Mary is looking for a parent survey tool –
Ferndale will share theirs with her. Middle school coordinator will give us an update at the next meeting. Mary
is getting to know the key leaders and some parents at the school to get family representation.
Pasco/ Teresa: We are still evolving with the coalition – did our KLO in January with Scott, which brought some
issues to the surface and gaps. Our next coalition meeting is next week, where we will start addressing these
issues. We have lots of community data from CJ, United Way, HYS, Courts.
White Swan: Nothing to report at this time and no questions.
Wenatchee: Wenatchee school district is our target. Coalition completed their assessment, using mainly HYS
and trends data, ESD provided some data. Had our KLO in Sept which was very successful. On Nov. agenda we
did not get to our strategic plan so this will be primary agenda in Feb. This coalition is a past SPF-SIG coalition.
Long Beach: Working on sustainability plan, hired an evaluator, revamping our logic model (halfway done),
started our parenting programs and there is a waiting list for this, started BBBS mentoring. Positive Community
Norms training will be part of it.
Port Townsend: Just had our KLO in January – it was very successful. Using Communities That Care.
Washougal: No report

Vancouver: We had our KLO in Jan. We put together a group to write a draft of the bylaws, and a data group.
Data training will be Feb 10.
Tenino/Rainier: We did a workshop on mission/vision last month. Did our community assessment. Coming up
is a vote on our priorities.
Vashon/ Luke: Having our first meeting today to start our strategic plan. Started a SADD group, and a parent’s
survey.
Central Seattle: There is a meeting this week to update the strategic plan.
Cohort 2: Community Selection
Update

Carolyn Pence: We are meeting Feb 13 to make our decision.
Cowlitz: Carl Erickson: Community has been selected but has not talked to district yet – should get confirmation next
week. Q: When does our strategic plan need to be updated? A: By March 2013.
Columbia: We only have 2 schools – we have selected Dayton as our community. We will finalize our process and
get our paperwork in another week.
Clallam: Our data is pointing to Forks and Quileute SD. We are meeting with the ESD March 5 (this is the soonest we
could meet with them).
Asotin: we have our community selected and met two days ago with key leaders. We are completing the
paperwork. Q: we do not expect pages and pages of description of data and choice, unless you go with a community
that is not the highest need.
Spokane: Our group has met in January. We are identifying the highest risk areas, working with the Spokane
schools administration on an RFI. We are taking an extra step which makes it more complex because the highest
need area is an urban area. We are ID existing youth serving coalitions who are interested in preventing ATOD.
From that we will need to make sure they represent the high risk community.
Skamania: Deb Drandoff: We only have one community that is eligible. They have a big levy coming up and are not
in a position right now to sign an MOU, but they are on board. There is an existing coalition that already has rep by
10 sectors.
Lincoln: Darren Mattozzi: Had an issue where one SD declined to be part of the process. Another community
initially said no and is now saying yes. Working with Tricia.
Yakima: Q:
Kittitas: We have chosen our community, have a final meeting this month.
Kitsap: We are progressing, school is helping us, meeting with county commissions this week. There is one high
school in Bremerton. There are just over 5,000 students in entire SD. Q: which drugs are we focusing our efforts
on? A: has to do with your local needs assessment and prevalence rates in the HYS. We would anticipate UAD to be
one of them. Also, can we modify language in the sample templates? Contact your prevention system manager Ivon
about this.
King: no questions about selection – we are sending out RFP next week with a due date in one month.
Island: We are progressing well, high school looks like it will be the best fit. Oak Harbor.
Susan Martin: For in-person meetings, is it required to have our community coordinator there? A: they are welcome
to come but not required. The April meeting:

Future Meeting Dates

All meetings will be combined with Cohort 1. First hour will be C-1, second hour will be DBHR business. Third hour is
C-2.
Mar 1
Apr 5
May 3
June 7

